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Abstract—This paper investigates computer-aided optimization
of dc/dc converters, with a focus on converters for dual-voltage
automotive electrical systems. A new CAD optimization approach
based on Monte Carlo search methods is introduced which allows
the design space to be rapidly explored in an automated fashion
and the most optimal designs and design approaches to be identified. The optimization approach also allows the effects of variations
in design specifications on the cost, weight, and volume of an optimized converter to be readily determined. A prototype converter
designed using this optimization procedure is evaluated and compared to a converter designed by conventional means.
Index Terms—CAD, dc/dc converters, dual-voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE ELECTRICAL load in automobiles has been growing
rapidly for many years, and is starting to exceed the practical capacity of present-day electrical systems. To address this
challenge, it is widely agreed that a dual-voltage system is the
next evolutionary step for automotive electrical systems. Highpower loads will be moved to a new high-voltage bus, while
incandescent lighting, electronics, and other loads that benefit
from a lower voltage will remain on the currently-used lowvoltage bus [1]–[3].
One widely-considered method for implementing a
dual-voltage electrical system is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
high-voltage alternator supplies the high-voltage bus, while
the low-voltage bus is supplied from the high-voltage bus via
a dc/dc converter. The converter controls the flow of energy
between the two buses, and can be used to regulate the energy
balance between the high and low-voltage batteries. In the
case where a bidirectional converter is used, either battery may
be used to recharge the other if it becomes depleted. These
advantages make the dc/dc converter-based system the most
desirable of available options from a performance standpoint.
The major practical drawback to the dc/dc converter-based architecture is the relatively high cost of the dc/dc converter, and
to a lesser extent, its size and weight. This fact, along with the
high production volumes associated with automotive components, motivates the optimization of converters for this application. Nevertheless, the task of truly optimizing such a converter

Fig. 1.

Dual-voltage automotive electrical system.

is extremely challenging due to the large number of design possibilities that exist and the tight interrelation among many of
the design choices. It is also difficult to ascertain a priori how
changes in the system-level specifications will affect the cost,
weight, and volume of an optimized converter.
In this paper we investigate the computer-aided optimization
of power converters for dual-voltage automotive electrical systems. A new computer-aided design (CAD) optimization approach is introduced which allows the design space to be rapidly
explored in an automated fashion and the most optimal designs
and design approaches to be identified. It also allows the effects
of variations in the design specifications on the cost, weight,
and volume of an optimized converter to be readily determined,
an attribute of particular value to the electrical system designer.
Section II of the paper reviews some of the existing work on
computer-aided optimization of power electronics. Section III
introduces the approach, describes the structure of a new optimization tool that implements it, and details some of its key
elements. Experimental validation of some important models
and outputs of the program are also presented. Results demonstrating the use of the new optimization approach are described
in Section IV. These include a comparison of a computer-optimized design to a conventional design, and illustration of the use
of the program to identify both trends in the design space and
effects on the design of variations in the design specification.
Furthermore, experimental results comparing a prototype optimized converter to design predictions and to a prototype nonoptimized converter are presented. Finally, Section V draws conclusions and presents an overall evaluation of the approach.
II. OPTIMIZATION BACKGROUND
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Computer-aided engineering (CAE) encompasses a range of
software tools for use by engineers. Computer-aided analysis
(CAA) tools, such as circuit simulators and finite-element modeling tools, provide information relating to the performance or
analysis of a specified system. Computer-aided design (CAD)
tools provide assistance in the design of a system, and in some
cases may enable highly automated system design. Computer-
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aided optimization (CAO) tools go a step further, facilitating
the optimization of system designs according to specified objectives. In the context of power electronics, computer-aided analysis and design are almost universal, while computer-aided optimization is much less developed.
There has been some previous published work on computeraided optimization of power electronics. In [4], an optimization routine is coupled with a circuit simulator to select parameters for a power converter filter. The objective function to
be minimized is a predetermined function of the filter inductance, capacitance, and output voltage ripple. The circuit simulator ACSL is used to predict the ripple performance of a design,
while a deterministic outer loop searches for the objective function minimum.
In [5] the joint optimization of converter structure and control
behavior is formulated as a constrained optimization problem
and solved using a numerical optimization procedure. The structural objective of the optimization is formulated in terms of
converter losses or efficiency, which are based on simplified
closed-form calculations [6], while the control cost is based on a
formulation of the control effort and performance. The authors
apply this approach to the design of a buck converter, where the
plant design parameters are the converter inductance and capacitance, with other plant parameters fixed. A major disadvantage
to this approach is that it requires a very detailed mathematical
formulation of the optimization problem.
In [7], computer-aided optimization of a three-phase inverter
is considered. The objective function of the optimization is formulated in terms of efficiency or temperature rises. Analytical expressions for converter losses and temperature rises are developed
and used for the necessary calculations. The optimization is done
via stepped search across two design parameters (gate resistance
and gate drive voltage) with all other design choices fixed.
While having distinct aspects, the existing investigations have
a number of important characteristics in common. First, in each
case, only a very small number of parameters are searched over,
meaning that only a small fraction of the entire design space is explored. It is not clear to what extent the optimization techniques
and problem formulations extend to a more extensive optimization. Second, all of the techniques consider numerical parameters only, without bridging the gap to actual components. For example, [4], [5] search for optimized inductance values, but there
is no tie to actual component design or consideration of actual
component nonidealities. This makes it difficult to optimize for
quantities such as price, weight, and volume, and does not address
many of the issues found in an actual design. Finally, all of these
investigations focus primarily on the computations and formulation aspects of optimization. However, for a CAD optimization
tool to be useful across a large design space and to address component implementation, user interface and data management issues
become very important. It is the authors’ belief that these issues
need to be addressed in a fully functional optimization tool.
III. NEW OPTIMIZATION TOOL
A. Optimization Approach
To address the challenge of optimizing converters for the automotive application, we have developed a CAD optimization

tool that is fundamentally different from those developed previously. The optimization program explores the converter design
space to identify the converter design or set of designs that best
minimizes an objective function that is a weighted sum of component volume, weight, and cost.
To perform an optimization run, the design specifications
must first be set, including the power rating, ambient temperature limit, input and output voltage ranges, and input and
output electromagnetic interference (EMI) specifications. The
user also has control over the region of the design space to be
explored. Design variables considered by the program include a
set of power stage topologies, the number of interleaved power
stages, switching frequency, inductor ripple ratio, EMI filter
topologies, and passive component selection.
A combination of a Monte Carlo system and an expert system is
used to choose all the components needed for the converter. In the
MonteCarloapproachused,theprogramchoosesrandom starting
points in the user-defined design space, and designs converters
that meet the desired specifications based on these starting points.
Some components are not chosen randomly. For example, an expert system approach is used to select the heatsink necessary for
the design based on the selected power stage components, their
computed losses, and the prespecified operating conditions.
Each converter is designed with specific components of
known cost, weight, volume, and operating characteristics.
Detailed models are used to accurately predict the system behavior with these components. The output of the program thus
consists of converter designs that are composed of available
components and have well-defined performance characteristics. After the program designs a large number of converters
across the possible design space, the results can be analyzed to
determine which converter designs are the most desirable.
B. Program Structure
The converter specifications and design variables presently
incorporated in the optimization program are those considered
appropriate for the automotive power conversion application.
For example, only converter topologies and components suitable for this application are included. Nevertheless, the optimization program is object-oriented, and its structure is quite
general, so the code itself can be readily modified to admit a
wide variety of other specifications and design variables, and
can easily be adapted to other applications. The power stage
topologies, filter topologies, design variables and algorithms
considered by the program are detailed in Appendix A.
The optimization program consists of five main elements, as
illustratedinFig.2.Theseelementsarethecontrolloop,thedesign
algorithm, the device models, the database, and the user interface.
The control loop is the element that guides the search of the design
space. It randomly choosesthe design starting points to beused for
each iteration, and passes these variables to the design algorithm.
The design algorithm uses variables generated by the control loop and previously generated results to design the converter subsystems. The design algorithm ensures that any designs saved are valid; if a design proves to be invalid at any
point the design algorithm stops and the control loop will generate new design variables.
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Fig. 3. Relationships between the control loop and the design algorithm. The
outer loop calls the power stage design algorithm. After the power stage is
designed the inner control loop runs and the filter stages are designed. The inner
control loop iterates y times and the outer control loop iterates x times.

Fig. 2.

Structure of the optimization program.

To generate the information necessary for the design of the
converter, the design algorithm calls on device models of the
converter components. Each of these models consists of code
that describes the necessary aspects of a component’s design
and use. For example, the model for an inductor contains all
the code necessary to design the inductor, as well as to predict
its behavior (such as power losses, temperature rises, etc.). If a
component can not be found to adequately meet the specifications, then the iteration is declared invalid and the control loop
chooses another point in the design space to analyze.
There are three main types of databases used in the CAD program. The part list databases store information about all the parts
that can be used by the optimization program. Configuration
databases store the variables used to define the design space and
set design specifications. The results databases store the components used and pertinent information about each valid converter
found during the design space search. The user interface has a
number of functions. It allows one to edit the properties of all
the components in the database, to set up the converter specifications and design space, and to view the optimized designs and
other information generated by the program.
C. Optimization and Program Implementation
The optimization process used by the program is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The control is divided into an inner and outer control

loop in order to accelerate the optimization process. The outer
loop randomly chooses the design variables that are needed to
construct the power stage of the converter. The power stage design algorithm then uses these values as initial conditions and
determines essential values of the design, chooses components
to ensure proper operation of the converter, and makes sure a
valid power stage is achieved. If a valid design is found the inner
loop and filter design algorithm will attempt to design input and
output filters that will meet the EMI specifications. Thus, for
each iteration of the outer control loop a power stage will be
designed and the inner loop will find input and output filters
optimized for that power stage. Greater detail about the optimization process is presented in the Appendix. Full details, and
a copy of the code, may be found in [8].
Once a design is successfully completed, the program will
calculate the total cost, weight and volume of the valid design
and save this record in a database. This information can then be
used to rank the design and after a thorough examination of the
design space the most optimal converter can be found.
The monte carlo search method utilized by the outer control
loop provides a randomized search of the design space. The
multi-loop search pattern, in conjunction with use of expert
system methods to augment the monte carlo methods in the
inner loop helps focus the search in realistic portions of the
design space and greatly accelerates the search process. One
important aspect of the search process is how one decides
that an optimum has been reached. The approach we have
elected to employ is straightforward and effective: The number
of inner-loop operations per iteration of the outer loop is
preselected. The outer loop runs for a prespecified number of
iterations (e.g., 10 000 iterations), and the resulting designs
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are ranked based on the optimization objective (a prespecified
function of component weight, volume and price). The outer
loop is then continued for an additional number of iterations
(e.g., 1000 runs), and the improvement in best design is noted.
The continuation runs are repeated until the best design found
has not improved between runs. This approach by no means
guarantees that an optimum has been found. However, we
have found this to be highly effective for exploring the design
space and identifying highly-optimized designs. We also note
that additional tools within the optimization program have
been developed to evaluate why failed iterations occur (e.g.,
magnetics design failure, failure to find an appropriate heatsink,
etc.) This allows shortcomings in the component database to
be identified, and provides a window on what aspects of the
design specification are most challenging.

surface of the wire. This outer region, or skin depth, is given as
(2)
and
are the harmonic number, the resistivity
where ,
and permeability of copper.
The thickness of the wire in skin depths taking into account
proximity effects is
(3)
where is the wire diameter and is the spacing between the
wires. The effective resistance of the wire at the th harmonic
is then
(4)

D. Subsystem Design Example
For every major component used in the converter there are
subroutines that accurately model the component and make appropriate design decisions for it.1 For example, consider the subroutine used to design the converter power stage inductors. The
routine takes as input the desired inductance and operating range
and utilizes the database of available inductor cores and their
properties. The routine’s output includes the chosen core, the
number of turns and wire gauge needed, the power dissipated in
the core, and its temperature rise. The potential inductor cores
are ranked beforehand based on their suitability; for example
the cores may be pre-ranked on cost. The program then finds
the lowest ranked core that is suitable for the design. The first
step in the design is to find the number of turns needed and the
resulting flux density that will be induced in the core. If this flux
density is high enough to saturate the core, the core is rejected
as a candidate. The next step is to determine the wire size. The
turns of wire must fit within the window area of the core. The
program finds the largest diameter wire that will fit within the
window area. The program verifies that this wire size will result
, of less then 3000 A/in (apin a maximum current density, J
proximately 465 A/cm in the wire. If not, the core is rejected
as a candidate.
Because of the significant dc and ripple components in the
current waveform, there will be significant winding and core
losses. The winding loss for the inductor, including skin and
proximity effect, is computed using the models developed in
[9]. Specifically, the winding loss is calculated as a summation
of the power losses caused by every frequency component of the
inductor current
(1)
is the rms current at the th harmonic frequency,
where
is the effective resistance of the wire at that freand
quency. The effective resistance of the wire is frequency dependent; at higher frequencies the current will be restricted to the

1Full details of all subsystem models and computation techniques are available in [8].

where

is the number of layers of windings and
(5)

(6)
The resistance of the wire at dc is simply the length of the wire
used to create all the turns times the resistance per length of the
wire. The length of the wire used is the number of turns needed
times the mean length per turn (MLT) for a given core.
To calculate core loss, the ac flux swing in the core is approximated as a sinusoid and the core loss is calculated using
the empirical Steinmetz model [10], [11]
(7)
using model parameters provided by Ferroxcube/Phillips [12].
Based on the sum of winding and core losses, the centerpost
temperature rise of the core can be estimated as the product of
the power dissipation and the thermal resistance of the core. If
the temperature rise is above the maximum allowable temperature, the inductor design is rejected. Otherwise the program accepts the design of the inductor.
E. Program Validation
In order for the optimization program to be useful for exploring the design space, it must be able to generate realistic
converter designs and be able to accurately predict operating
characteristics such as losses, temperature rises, and EMI performance. A great deal of emphasis has been placed on validating the modeling and predictions made by the optimization
program for this reason. One example of experimental validation of the program models is illustrated in Table I. The heat
sink and inductor core temperature rises of an experimental prototype were compared with the predictions for that design made
by the optimization program models. The close match between
these values indicates that the optimization program models accurately predict both the temperature rise and power loss for
these elements [13].
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF INDUCTOR CORE AND HEAT SINK TEMPERATURE RISES OF AN
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE TO THOSE PREDICTED BY THE OPTIMIZATION
PROGRAM. VALUES ARE FOR A SPECIFIC CONVERTER OPERATING AT 500 W IN
25 C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE; PREDICTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS AT RATED
POWER AND AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (1000 W, 105 C) WOULD BE HIGHER

TABLE II
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR A POWER CONVERTER IN A DUAL-VOLTAGE
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

IV. RESULTS
The optimization program generates converter designs and
ranks them based on a specified weighted sum of component
cost, weight, and volume. The results can then be used to
identify converter designs that best meet the specified objective
function or to study trends within the design space. To illustrate the use of the program for these purposes, we consider
example results for the (component) volume optimization
of dc/dc converters meeting the specifications on Table II.
(These specifications are typical of what might be required
of a power converter for a future dual-voltage automotive
electrical system.) Note that component volume is computed
as the sum of the volumes of the three-dimensional outlines
of the individual components. For example, the volume of a
rectangular heat sink is computed as the volume of the smallest
box in which it would fit.
Two uses of the presented optimization technique were
explored. First, the application of the approach for investigating
trends in the design space was explored. This is useful for
quantitatively establishing the effects of operating conditions
requirements and design specification on the size, weight and
cost of a design. Second, the use of the technique for designing
an optimized converter for a given specification was explored.
We consider each of these uses in turn.
A. Exploration of Design Trends
The optimization program can be used to investigate trends in
the design space. For example, Fig. 4 illustrates how the component volume of a volume-optimized converter varies with power

Fig. 4. Relationship between the component volume of the volume-optimized
converter and its power rating.

Fig. 5. Volume of the smallest converter at various power ratings for three
different ambient temperatures.

rating. To obtain this data, the optimization program was used to
identify the minimum volume design for converters rated at 250,
500, 750, and 1000 W (with other specifications as per Table II).
Interpolating between the volumes of these optimization cases,
one finds an approximately (incrementally) linear relationship
between converter volume and power rating which can be represented as
Volume cm

Power W

over this range. Evaluations of converter weight, cost, and other
attributes can also be made. This type of result is difficult to
obtain by conventional means, and is of particular value to the
automotive electrical system designer who must trade converter
size, weight, and cost against other system-level design considerations.
The computer-aided optimization approach is also useful for
studying the sensitivity of the optimized converter design to
changes in required operating conditions. For example, the relationship between the volume of a volume-optimized converter
and its power rating is dependent upon the ambient temperature
specification of the converter. Fig. 5 shows this temperature dependence, calculated using the same process as above across
different ambient temperature requirements. The sensitivity of
converter size to increases in ambient temperature rating becomes pronounced at higher temperature and power levels. This
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Volume optimized bidirectional dc/dc converter.

is expected since temperature rise margins and component availability become impinged at high temperatures and power levels,
but would be difficult to quantify without such an automated design tool.
Other design requirements (such as EMI specifications) also
have a strong effect on the optimized converter design. These
sensitivities can be much more easily determined using the proposed CAD optimization approach than is possible by conventional means.
B. Optimized Converter Design
Use of the optimization technique was also explored for
developing optimized converter designs. During the course of
this work, two dc/dc converters based on the specifications
of Table II2 were designed, constructed, and tested. The first
prototype converter was designed without the aid of the optimization tool, although the various subsystems were designed
toward low volume and cost using many of the same models
and design rules as used in the optimization tool. The second
prototype converter was designed using the computer-aided
optimization tool described here, with an objective function of
minimum component volume. The second converter is capable
of bidirectional operation, and is packaged for automotive use.
Development of the first converter proceeded along conventional lines: a power stage design was first developed based on
hand and computer calculations and simulations. Following this,
input and output filters were designed to meet the EMI requirements, and a suitable controller was developed. After prototyping the design, minor adjustments were made (e.g., to snubbers, etc.) to ensure that the design goals were met.
For the second prototype, the optimization tool was used to
identify the component volume optimum converter design over
the specified design space. The optimizer generated the power
2In both cases, the converter power stages were designed for an ambient tem-

perature of 105 C as per Table II. However, the availability of control and
other components ultimately limited the prototype converters to 70 C ambient
temperature.

stage and filter designs, including selection of the semiconductor devices, passive components, and heat sinks.3 A suitable
bi-directional controller was developed based on this design.
Just as with the nonoptimized converter, a number of minor
adjustments were made after prototyping the design. Several
units of the resulting design were constructed and heavily
tested, and were found to meet all of the design specifications.
Fig. 6 shows a picture of the optimized converter with the
cover removed; details about the converter are presented in
Appendix B.
A comparison of the nonoptimized and optimized converters
shows that component volume is lower by a factor of six in the
optimized converter as compared to the nonoptimized converter.
This improvement is principally due to the fact that the optimizer was able to fully explore the design space and jointly optimize the number of power stages, the power stage design, and
the filter designs to minimize the component volume. A secondary factor was that the optimizer selected a capacitor type
that was more volumetrically efficient than those considered for
the nonoptimized design. However, even allowing for the use
of more volumetrically efficient capacitors in the nonoptimized
converter, a factor of four improvement would still have been
achieved.
Comparison of packaged converter volume shows that a
smaller but still significant improvement is achieved using the
computer-aided optimization method, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The packaged volume of the nonoptimized converter is a factor
of 1.6 larger than that of the optimized converter (6000 cm
as compared to 3700 cm . Care must be taken in comparing
the packaged volume of the two converters. In addition to
using more volumetrically-efficient capacitors as previously
mentioned, the optimized converter also utilizes pcb-mount bus
bars (to carry large currents without large trace
3To simplify the packaging for automotive use, the board-mountable heat
sinks selected by the optimizer were not used. Rather, the semiconductor devices are thermally connected to a baseplate forming part of the converter enclosure. This baseplate is then connected to either an external extruded heat sink
or to another surface with similar thermal resistance.
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Fig. 7. Scaled comparison of the two prototype converters. The hashed
section on the volume-optimized converter represents the heatsink needed if
the converter is not mounted on an appropriate surface. The total packaged
volume of the original converter is 6000 cm . The packaged volume of the
volume-optimized converter is 2170 cm without the heatsink and 3700 cm
with it.

areas), and makes more extensive use of surface mount control
components. However, these volumetric advantages are largely
offset by the volume cost of fully packaging the optimized converter for underhood automotive use.4 We conclude that—to
first order—a comparison of the packaged volume of the two
converters reflects the improvement that is achieved with the
implemented optimization technique.
The smaller improvement in packaged volume as compared to
component volume reflects the fact that it is component volume
thatunderwentoptimization.Whilecomponentvolume isauseful
metric for a design, packaged volume may be of greater interest
in many cases. One possible method of extending the technique to
optimize packaged volume would be to include footprint area and
height for each component in the database. The optimizer could
then approximate packaged volume by multiplying the sum of the
footprint areas of the components by the maximum height of the
components and an additional packing factor. This would not precisely correspond to packaged volume (as layout considerations
arenotincluded),butwouldbemorereflectiveofpackagedvolume
than component volume alone. Nevertheless, component volume
is a useful design metric, as are component mass and cost and objective functions related to them.
We conclude from the experimental results that the computeraided optimization technique introduced here is useful for realizing optimized converter designs with improved metrics as
compared to converters designed by conventional means. Component volume optimization has been demonstrated to yield a
large improvement in component volume and a smaller but significant improvement in packaged volume. Component mass or
cost optimization (or combinations of mass, cost, and volume)
using the means introduce here would also be expected to realize significant benefits.
Nevertheless, we find there remain a number of challenges
to be addressed in achieving true computer optimization. First,
means need to be found to better represent packaged converter
volume (including layout and form factor considerations) for a
given set of components. Second, some means of including converter control characteristics as part of the optimization process
would be of great value, particularly for applications where transient response is an important consideration. Finally, means for
4Packaging

the converter in a protected enclosure having acceptable thermal
characteristics, form factor, and interconnects introduces constraints that increase the fully packaged volume over what might be otherwise achievable.

Fig. 8. All dc/dc converters considered in the optimization routine consist of
an input and output filter. A number, , of interleaved power stages are buck
converters. The high side device, S1 will be a MOSFET, whereas the low side
device, S2, can either be a MOSFET, Schottky diode, or a PiN Diode.

N

including broader ranges of topologies and operating modes
need to be developed, particularly when a wider range of applications are to be addressed via computer-aided optimization.
Developments in these areas would serve to provide more refined optimization results for the designer to utilize.
V. CONCLUSION
Power converters for dual-voltage automotive electrical systems will be manufactured in high production volumes under
tight cost, size, and mass constraints. To address the challenge of
designing converters for this application, this paper investigates
computer-aided optimization of dc/dc converters. A new CAD
optimization approach based on Monte Carlo search methods is
introduced which allows the design space to be rapidly explored
in an automated fashion and the most optimal designs and design approaches to be identified. The output of the program consists of converter designs that are composed of available components and have well-defined performance characteristics.
The program allows the effects of variations in design specifications on the cost, weight, and volume of an optimized converter to be readily determined. This is of particular value to the
automotive designer who must trade off the power converter design against system-level considerations. The approach is also
valuable for developing highly optimized converter designs.
Use of the techniques in component volume optimization of
a dc–dc converter for automotive application has been demonstrated. Substantial improvements in component volume and
packaged converter volume for a converter have been experimentally demonstrated. It may be concluded that the presented
approach and refinements based upon it may have value in highproduction volume applications where design optimization is of
great importance.
APPENDIX A
The power conversion architecture considered by the optimization program is illustrated in Fig. 8. This architecture comprises of an input filter (from the set of filter topologies il-
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Possible filter topologies.

lustrated in Fig. 9), a power stage of interleaved buck cells,
and an output filter (from the set of topologies illustrated in
Fig. 9). The power stage may be composed of any number of
cells, and the individual cells may use PiN, Schottky, or synchronous (MOSFET) rectifiers. This conversion architecture is
highly suited to automotive 42/14 V power converters, and is
appropriate for a range of other applications including voltage
regulator modules for microprocessors.
The design algorithm employed in the CAD optimization tool
may be summarized as follows.

Design power stage inductor (see Section III-D; Exit iteration if no acceptable
design found)
Inner Control Loop
Input Filter Design
Calculate power stage ripple
Select filter topology (random from predetermined set)
Select filter capacitor (random from appropriate set in library)
Apply filter design rules to select remaining filter component values
(to meet EMI specifications). Exit iteration if acceptable design not found.
Design EMI filter inductor(s)
Output Filter Design
Calculate power stage ripple
Select filter topology (random from predetermined set)
Select filter capacitor (random from appropriate set in library)
Apply filter design rules to select remaining filter component values
(to meet EMI specifications). Exit iteration if acceptable design not found.
Design EMI filter inductor(s)
Repeat inner control loop specified
number of times and select best
filters
Repeat outer loop specified number of times
and record all valid designs.

The program utilizes a user-supplied library containing information about all of the relevant components and their characteristics. Several types of components (e.g., inductor cores) are
pre-ranked based on the desired criterion (i.e., a combination of
weight, volume and cost) and the program will always select the
lowest-ranked component that meets the requirement.
APPENDIX B

Incorporate user specified run parameters
Outer Control Loop
Select number of cells in power stage (random
in user-defined range)
Select cell ripple ratio (random in user-defined range)
Select cell switching frequency (random in
user-defined range)
Select switching devices from parts library
(random selection)
Power Stage Design
Calculate device losses
Select lowest-ranked heatsink that meets
temperature limits (Exit iteration if no
heatsink found)

This appendix provides additional detail about the optimized
converter design. The optimized converter comprises five
paralleled power stages along with input and output filters
and control circuitry. The power stages operate at a nominal switching frequency of 82 kHz, and are interleaved to
improve the net input and output ripple. Each stage utilizes
SUP75N08-10 MOSFET’s as switches. The 8 H power stage
inductors are wound with 7 turns of 12-gauge equivalent Litz
wire on RM10-3F3-PA160 cores (resulting in a nominal power
stage ripple ratio of approximately 52%). The stages each
have two 4.7 F, 100 V multilayer polymer film capacitors
(ITW Paktron type 475K100V) at both their input and output.
The input and output EMI filters are of Type 2 (as defined in
Appendix A). The input (42 V-side) filter uses a 4.7 F, 100 V
film capacitor (ITW Paktron type 475K100V) as C , and the
distributed power stage input capacitors (23.5 F total) as C .
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The input filter inductor is 0.19 H built with two turns of two
paralleled strands of 10-gauge-equivalent stranded wire on a
Micrometals T80-26 core. The small damping leg is 0.27 H
in series with 0.1 . Similarly, the output (14 V side) filter uses
the (distributed) power stage capacitors as capacitor C2, and a
4.7 F, 100 V film capacitor (ITW Paktron type 475K100V)
as C1. The filter inductor is two paralleled 0.74 H inductors
each built from 4 turns of 10-gauge-equivalent stranded wire
on a Micrometals T80-26 core, and the damping leg is 0.1 in
series with 0.07 H. The final designs also incorporates small
RC damping legs (47 F electrolytic, 1 ) at the input and
output of each power stage in parallel with the filter capacitors.
Control design was carried out by hand, and was not part of
the optimization routine. (Nevertheless, consideration of control
characteristics as part of the optimization is likely to be advantageous in applications where high control bandwidth is important.) Each power stage operates with interleaved clocks from
a centralized clock generator circuit. The power stages operate
under average current-mode control, and regulate to a single current reference developed by centralized circuitry. The nature of
the outer-loop voltage control is determined by manual switch
settings or by a digital input (which overrides the manual settings). The converter can be set to regulate the 14 V side (buck
mode), the 42 V side (boost mode), or to follow a digital current
command (regulation set by external computer control). The
converter is designed to operate stably in either buck or boost
modes, with or without a battery on the regulated side, with any
amount of bus capacitance, and with any type of resistive or
current-sink loading (testing specifications were for minimum
loads of 12.5% in buck and 5% in boost). This provided a high
degree of robustness in the final design, but resulted in rather
low closed-loop regulation bandwidths.
The resulting converter weighs 3.6 kg (fully packaged, including the optional heat sink); this compares favorably to the
first prototype, which was 4.9 kg (without a full enclosure). The
optimized converter was heavily tested under a wide range of
environmental and loading conditions. Efficiency varied with
load, input voltage range, operating mode (buck or boost), and
temperature. Full-load efficiency varied between 92% and 94%
in buck mode and 91% and 95% in boost mode. Minimum-load
efficiency varied between 80% and 89% in buck mode and 78%
and 87% in boost mode.
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